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Makers:
Landscape
Forms
By ROB KIRKBRIDE

When you think about where people
want to be, it is aways outdoors,
whether they are working, having a few
drinks, vacationing or planning to retire.

L

andscape Forms opened what is perhaps the only outdoor furniture, fixture
and lighting showroom in the world
recently during an event filled with designers and anchored by a roundtable
presentation by some of the best lighting designers in the world.
The Kalamazoo, Mich. based outdoor
furniture, fixture and lighting company
opened the “showroom” to display how its products
might look in real world settings. Showing off its products in the past has been difficult, said President Richard
Heriford. Some of the light posts are quite large and don’t
show properly indoors and since the company works on
a just-in-time production schedule, it rarely has finished
products to show designers in the first place.
The new outdoor showroom also fits perfectly with
the company’s increasing expertise in lighting products,
a segment of the industry Landscape Forms has worked
in since 2010, a time when the industry was moving from
sodium lamps to LEDs. Landscape Forms never had to
make the transition since the company started with
lighting when the LED revolution began. The outdoor
showroom blends the lighting with the company’s other
products like benches, trash cans and bicycle racks in a
series of cohesive vignettes.

“It is a great pairing for us,” he said of the showroom,
which is behind the company’s headquarters just outside
Kalamazoo, about an hour drive south of Grand Rapids.
“Our prototype for this outdoor showroom concept will
be here, but we are looking at opening another in either
Phoenix or Santa Fe.
Heriford began his career in office furniture as a showroom designer, so he created the outdoor space with the
help of a landscape designer. Each of the company’s product lines have a space in the outdoor showroom down
an “alley” along the main path; a furniture and fixture
park along a wooded area of the land that surrounds the
headquarters. The showroom is literally a stroll among
Landscape Form’s product lines — from those that have
been around for a while to those just launched.
There’s the Metro40, a comprehensive and integrated
collection of site elements for the streetscape and transit

core created for the company by BMW Group DesignworksUSA. The Metro40 Collection includes everything
from benches and bollards to bus shelters and LED lighting, and is known for its use of a continuous mobius form
that creates the support for the bench and LED lighting.
It is used on the Intuit and Google campuses.
A short walk down the path is the company’s Concord
Collection, designed by architect Robert A.M. Stern. It
is modern, but with a more traditional shape and form.
Lighting the path is LEO, a versatile LED lighting product from industrial designer John Rizzi. At the end of the
path is MultipliCITY, an international collection of outdoor public furniture elements that was created and developed in partnership with Yves Behar and fuseproject.
MultipliCITY pioneers the integration of mass production and custom materials and configurations for a global market through six elements: a backed and backless
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bench, table, bike rack, LED pathlight and litter basket.
Structural parts are manufactured by Landscape Forms
while seating and table surfaces are produced from locally sourced hardwoods in markets outside North
America.
PAZ is the newest product by Landscape Forms created by Milan-based designer Francisco Gomez Paz.
Like MultipliCITY, it uses a mix of wood and anodized
aluminum and is an international product as well — with
structural elements shipped to the installation site and
local woods used to finish it. Finally, visitors to the outdoor showroom will find the 35 Collection, created in
collaboration with frog, the design group that worked
on the first Apple computer. It integrates nine elements,
punctuated by structural support elements that look like
blades of grass.
“The concept of the showroom was to create corridors

along the main path, each with its own vignettes,” Heriford said. “Each alley has its own story and landscaping
is used to break it up (though he was careful to make the
landscaping subdued to make sure the elements of each
collection have a staring role).”
The landscaping is simple with gray, fist-sized stones
and mulch separating the alleys. “I love the color and
texture of the stones,” he added.
Vice President of Design and Marketing Kirt Martin
said the company continues to push the envelope in
terms of design. Outdoor furniture and fixtures are an increasingly important part of nearly every building project and the company plans to further expand its product
lines to make outdoor areas a place to work, socialize,
learn and have fun.
“When you think about where people want to be, it
is aways outdoors, whether they are working, having a
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few drinks, vacationing or planning to retire,” said Martin, whose background includes a very successful design
stint at Steelcase’s Turnstone brand. “People work outdoors, they eat outdoors. We are interested in becoming
the outdoor innovation company.”
Landscape Forms is becoming a thought leader as
well. As part of its opening event for the new outdoor
showroom, the company held the Lighting Leadership
XChange, a program created by Landscape Forms to foster the exchange of information and ideas on outdoor
lighting solutions, applications and design.
Previous LLXC events have been held at The University of Colorado at Boulder and Pennsylvania State University. This year’s event at the company’s headquarters
hosted the first meeting of the newly formed “Lighting
for Public Spaces” committee of the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA). The meet-

ing brought together experts from North America and
Europe, including four influential lighting design principals, two leading researchers and two leading manufacturers.
The committee, which represents executives, board
members and fellows from the IESNA, the International
Association of Lighting Designers (IALD) and the International Dark Sky Association (IDA), was created to
develop standard guidelines for public space lighting
under IESNA protocols. With the increasing popularity
of pedestrian-only public spaces, parks, bike paths, outdoor malls, plazas and campuses, such guidance for outdoor lighting design is long overdue. Lighting designers,
landscape architects, urban designers, communities and
the general public will all benefit from this work.
Members of the West Michigan design community
met with the lighting experts at an event on the Land-
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scape Forms campus. Guests heard experts comment
on their favorite projects, viewed images of innovative
work, asked questions, and experienced Landscape
Forms’ new outdoor showroom.
Experts included:
Randy Burkett, president of Randy Burkett Lighting
Design. His 30-plus year design career spans a diverse
collection of international projects. He is a past winner
of the IALD’s Awards of Excellence; the International
Illumination Design Awards of Distinction and Excellence; the AL Lighting Award of Excellence; and the
Edison Award. The favorite projects he has worked on
include the St. Louis Art Museum, MLK Jr. Memorial.
Nancy E. Clanton, president of Clanton & Associates.
Her lighting design firm is based in Boulder, Colo. and
specializes in sustainable lighting design. She chaired
several lighting committees for the outdoor environ-

ment and was a lighting group leader for Greening of
the White House. Her favorite project was the Denver
Union Station.
Steve Fotios, professor of lighting and visual perception at the University of Sheffield, where he has taught
in the University’s School of Architecture since 2005. He
is responsible for the research of lighting; how it affects
our perception of space and our ability to perform visual
tasks. His favorite project is the CIE work measuring
spatial brightness and research of pedestrian behavior at
night.
Charles “Chip” Israel, president of Lighting Design
Alliance. Israel is an internationally recognized lighting
designer with more than 30 years of experience. In 1992,
he founded Lighting Design Alliance, which now has offices in Los Angeles, Shanghai, Dubai and Houston.
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ratory. Prior to her current role at PNNL, Naomi spent
ten years as the principal of Naomi Miller Lighting Design in New York. Her favorite Projects include NRG
Systems; LEED Gold Headquarters and Stanford Pedestrian Friendly Research
Susanne Seitinger, global sub-segment manager at
Phillips Lighting. She is responsible for leading the research and strategy around the impact of programmable
LED lighting elements to create safe, inviting and responsive urban environments. Her combined background in
architecture, urban planning and human-computer interaction led to LightBridge, a project in honor of MIT’s
150th anniversary, using low-resolution displays and
sensoractivation to showcase the potential of responsive
infrastructures in future urban lighting plans. Her favorite projects are the facade at Northeastern University
and LightBridge.
Charles Stone II, president of Fisher Marantz Stone.

Stone is the President of lighting designers Fisher Marantz Stone, with offices in New York City and Seattle.
FMS projects include the restoration of Carnegie Hall,
the Washington Monument, the D.C Holocaust museum and the World Trade Center Memorial. His favorite Projects are Carnegie Hall, Washington Monument,
Hong Kong Airport and the 9/11 Memorial and Museum.
Also included in the panel was Rick Utting, director
of engineering and strategic initiatives at Landscape
Forms. He is a frequent speaker on the topic of Outdoor
LED Lighting including continuing education credits
for LACES and AIA. He has 25 years’ experience directing product development including four award winning lights sponsored by the International Association
of Lighting Designers and the U.S. Department of Energy. His favorite projects include the Boulder Junction
Streetscape at Pearl Parkway and the Lighting Leadership Xchanges. Q
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